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Part 4

Integrating
DHTML and Flash

One goal of the Laszlo Market is identical operation and appearance
across the Flash and DHTML platforms. Up to this point, we have been work-
ing with the core Laszlo operations. Since every platform must support this
core, platform differences haven’t been an issue. However, in part 4 we work
with the multimedia features that differentiate the Flash and DHTML plat-
forms. Chapter 13 covers the basics of Laszlo animation, which are identical
for both platforms. Chapter 14 covers design strategies for replicating the
differentiating features using alternative solutions available in each plat-
form. Chapter 15 covers those features that can’t be replicated, requiring a
hybrid DHTML/Flash application. By the end of this part, we will have cre-
ated a hybrid application that provides the same operating characteristics
and appearance across both platforms.
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Enhancing
 the user experience

This chapter covers
■ Resizing panes
■ Creating multistate buttons
■ Animating sequences
■ Animating complex groups
■ Using animation effectively
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Illusions are art, for the feeling person, and it is by art that 
you live, if you do. 

                                                       —Elizabeth Bowen, Irish novelist

This chapter deals with ergonomic features for making users more comfortable
with an application’s interface. These range from splash screens for impatient
users, resizable panes and buttons for a consistent look, and animation to suggest
intuitive physical metaphors. In each case, the desired result is to enhance a user’s
experience through an intuitive interface rather than attempting to impress with
flashy effects.

 The chapter starts with a simple splash screen, whose function is simply to fill
time until the application completes its initialization. We next move to buttons
and some rules for their appearance. Buttons should have a consistent appear-
ance to signify their membership in a group. Buttons should announce them-
selves by changing their appearance when the mouse cursor passes over or is
clicked on them. We’ll demonstrate how to create consistent resizable buttons
with a multistate display that reacts to mouse cursor movement. 

 Next, we’ll move to Laszlo’s animator tags and demonstrate how animation
enriches an application’s presentation. We’ll start with simple animation and
develop some useful principles. Our objective is to use animation to endow
objects with properties that correspond to physical laws. Such objects with familiar
behavior are useful building blocks in creating intuitive application interfaces.
For example, we’ll see how temperature can be used as a metaphor to assist users
with drag-and-drop operations.

13.1 Animating transitions

A splash screen is a necessary evil. Hopefully your applications will always start up
fast enough that people can use them immediately. Otherwise, a splash screen is
needed to say “please wait a moment.” For anxious users accustomed to fast-loading
web pages, a splash screen indicates that the application is not frozen, but just in the
process of making itself presentable. 

13.1.1 Using Laszlo’s default 
splash screen

Laszlo’s splash tag supplies a default splash
screen. Figure 13.1 shows the Laszlo-powered
progress bar that appears during startup: 

Figure 13.1 Laszlo’s default splash 
image features a “POWERED BY 
OPENLASZLO” progress bar.
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<canvas>
   <splash/>
</canvas>

The progress bar in the splash screen is an animated movie image. Although it
doesn’t accurately reflect the loading state of an application, the video does stop
running when the application completes initialization. 

 While this works nicely during development, you’ll eventually want a custom-
ized splash screen for your application.

13.1.2 Customizing a splash screen

A splash screen can be customized by specifying a view with an attached image
resource. However, only a few view attributes are available because the splash
screen is displayed during system initialization. An SWF or animated PNG file can
be used to supply the resource for a splash screen, but animated GIF files
shouldn’t be used, since they aren’t supported by Laszlo’s SOLO mode:

 <canvas>
   <splash>
      <view resource="images/loading.swf"/>
   </splash>
</canvas>

Figure 13.2 shows a custom splash screen
with a progress bar.

 The persistent attribute can be used to
retain the splash screen after the applica-
tion has completed loading and initializa-
tion. This allows the splash screen to be used
as a background image for the application.

 Once an application has completed initialization and startup, it must identify
its operating controls. Traditionally, web applications have used mouse rollover
events for this. Laszlo adopts this approach, which can be used with any clickable
view. For clarity, we’ll refer to any clickable view as a button. In the next section,
we’ll cover general methods for creating these buttons.

13.2 Building resizable buttons

Buttons should be easy to use and have a consistent appearance. A button should
accommodate a variable-length text string, spacing itself appropriately. This should
work for simple buttons as well as those that change state—onmouseup, onmouse-
over, and onmousedown—to reflect the mouse cursor’s position. These buttons also

Figure 13.2 A splash screen can be 
customized with an attached image resource.
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need to respond to keyboard input by changing state. Finally, some buttons need
to resize both horizontally and vertically. These offer the ultimate in resizability and
are known as nine-piece buttons.

 After completing this section, we’ll have a comprehensive set of classes for
addressing any button-related issue that could arise in application development.

13.2.1 The problem with simple buttons

OK, you have a button image and need a straightforward way to display it. The
simplest approach is to create a view and just attach the image as a resource:

<canvas>
   <view name="poof" resource="images/button.png"/>
<canvas>

This works fine, as we see in figure 13.3, but this simple
approach has a number of limitations.

 The problem is that it tightly couples the physical
dimensions of the image resource to the view declara-
tion. During application design, physical dimensions
inevitably need tweaking. The only way to change the
physical dimensions of the image resource is to set its
stretch attribute: 

<canvas>
   <view name="poof" stretches="width" resource="images/button.png"/>
<canvas>

Figure 13.4 shows that, because the
image’s aspect ratio isn’t maintained, the
button distorts.

 This simple approach requires going
back to the designer to modify the orig-
inal artwork every time the button size
or text is changed. Clearly, this approach is not flexible enough for the real world
of numerous design changes. Furthermore, buttons generally appear as a set; so
it’s important to maintain a consistent appearance within the set. What is needed
is a mechanism to decouple the physical dimensions of the button from the art-
work, to allow the artwork to be dynamically resized. 

13.2.2 Building resizable buttons

The first step in building a general-purpose button is to decouple the text from the
image. The ideal button automatically stretches itself to accommodate its text label.

Figure 13.3 We start with 
a designer’s rendition of the 
Poof button, attached to a 
view as a resource.

Figure 13.4 A distorted image results from 
directly attaching a resource to a view and resizing.
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To achieve this, we separate the button into three
parts: left, middle, and right. Figure 13.5 shows the
three image slices created by a designer.

 A three-part button contains two fixed-size end
pieces and a stretchable middle piece. This makes it
ideal for configuration by a stableborderlayout
tag. Although the middle image is only one pixel
wide, its stretches attribute is set to width so it
stretches without distortion. Since we don’t want the
text tag to stretch, its options attribute is set to ignorelayout. Button labels are
generally horizontally and vertically centered, so the align and valign attributes
are set to center and middle. Finally, we specify a default style, size, and color for
the font. Of course, you can substitute your own choices. Putting these pieces
together produces this example:

<canvas>
   <class name="sizetext" extends="text">
      <attribute name="height"
         value="${this.fontsize * 1.5}"/>
   </class>
   <class name="unibutton" >
      <attribute name="text" type="string"/>
      <stableborderlayout axis="x" />
      <view resource="images/button/btn_left.png"/>
      <view resource="images/button/btn_center.png"
            stretches="width"/>
      <view resource="images/button/btn_right.png"/>
      <sizetext options="ignorelayout" align="center"
                valign="middle" text="${classroot.text}"
                resize="true" font="Tahoma" fontsize="14"
                fgcolor="0xFFFFFF" fontstyle="bold"/>
   </class>
   <simplelayout axis="x" spacing="25"/>
   <unibutton width="100" text="Checkout"/>
   <unibutton width="200" text="Return to Store"/>
</canvas>

Setting the height of the text object to one-
and-a-half times the font size B ensures that
the object’s height is sized correctly for this
font. The result is a consistent set of buttons,
as shown in figure 13.6.

 This three-part technique is a template
for producing buttons or panes that correctly

Prevents text 
clipping

B

Figure 13.5 A stretchable 
button has three separate parts: 
the left and right ends and a 
single-pixel middle section.

Figure 13.6 A stretchable button is 
created from three parts. This allows a 
single button class to be used with a 
variable-length label to produce buttons 
that have a consistent appearance.
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resize for variable-length text messages. The approach can be extended to pro-
duce multistate buttons.

13.2.3 Building multistate buttons 

Now that we have a resizable button, the next step is to add
multiple visual states to indicate the mouse cursor state.
These buttons support three mouse states—mouseout,
mouseover, and mousedown—each with a different
appearance. The mouseout state indicates that the mouse
cursor is positioned outside the button; mouseover
announces that the mouse cursor is over the button; and
mousedown indicates that the mouse button has been
clicked. Because it’s popular to make buttons shiny (and
who doesn’t love a shiny button), a typical multistate button uses a gradient image
to produce the illusion of a shine. In graphics, a gradient refers to a gradual trans-
formation from one color to another. An example gradient is shown in figure 13.7. 

 Designers use a gradient along with shadow effects to differentiate among
mouse states. Generally, a lighter button gradient is used in the mouseover state
with a darker gradient for mousedown. Although the differences are often subtle,
they are easily seen in a complete button image.

 Each slice of the three-part button is enhanced to contain a multiframe resource
consisting of three frames whose order is set to reflect the current state of the
mouse cursor. See figure 13.8.

 A button’s mouse states are given priority in the
order of mouseup, mouseover, and mousedown. The
mouseover state has priority over mousedown,
because when the mouse button is pressed, its oper-
ation can be canceled by dragging the mouse out-
side the button. These priorities require that the
resource frames be specified in the following order:

■ mousedown

■ mouseup

■ mouseover

In order for the mouse rollover states to operate
correctly, the mouse-state images (frames) in a
resource declaration must appear in this order:

Figure 13.7 A gradient is 
used to produce the illusion 
of a shine in a button.

Figure 13.8 Normal, lighter, and 
darker images, from top to bottom, 
indicate the state of the button.
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<library>
   <resource name="basic_button_left">
      <frame src="images/basic_button/btn_left_down.png"/>
      <frame src="images/basic_button/btn_left_up.png"/>
      <frame src="images/basic_button/btn_left_over.png"/>
   </resource>
   <resource name="basic_button_center">
      <frame src="images/basic_button/btn_center_down.png"/>
      <frame src="images/basic_button/btn_center_up.png"/>
      <frame src="images/basic_button/btn_center_over.png"/>
   </resource>
   <resource name="basic_button_right">
      <frame src="images/basic_button/btn_right_down.png"/>
      <frame src="images/basic_button/btn_right_up.png"/>
      <frame src="images/basic_button/btn_right_over.png"/>
   </resource> 
</library>

When the frames appear in this order, their relationship can be given in the
expression contained in the fnum attribute, where frames have a one-based offset:

<class name="basic_button" focusable="true">
   <attribute name="fnum" 
           value="${ min? ( mdown ? 3 : 2 ) : 1 }"/>
   <attribute name="min" value="false"/>
   <attribute name="mdown" value="false"/>

   <method event="onmouseover">
      this.setAttribute("min", true );
   </method>
   <method event="onmouseout">
      this.setAttribute("min", false );
   </method>
   <method event="onmousedown">
      this.setAttribute("mdown", true );
   </method>
   <method event="onmouseup">
      this.setAttribute("mdown", false );
   </method>
   …
</class>

The fnum attribute contains a two-part equation whose meaning is shown in
table 13.1. The fnum attribute uses a tertiary expression to determine the
returned value. Although this expression might appear somewhat complex, it’s
an elegant way to set a constraint from a selection of values. In layman’s terms,
this expression states that when the mouse is over the button, it is necessary to
further determine whether the mouse button is down or up. When the mouse
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isn’t over the button, the frame containing the image corresponding to the
mouseup state is displayed. If the first condition is not met, the second condi-
tion is irrelevant, which is shown in table 13.1 with dashes. 

The displayed frame image is controlled through the fnum attribute: 

<view frame="${classroot.fnum}" resource="basic_button_left"/>
<view frame="${classroot.fnum}" stretches="width" 
      resource="basic_button_center"/>
<view frame="${classroot.fnum}" resource="basic_button_right"/>

Although this appears complicated, the good news is that, since we are creating a
button template, it only needs to be set up once in a class definition. Afterward,
you can create an endless series of new button instances from this template, each
with a consistent appearance and operation.

Handling focus and default
When a button has focus, it receives by default all keystroke events—onkeydown

and onkeyup. A button is only concerned with the Enter key (32 ASCII) or the spa-
cebar (13 ASCII). When either key is pressed, an event is sent to the onmousedown
event handler, causing display of the mousedown frame image. When the key is
released, the onmouseup event handler sends an event to display the mouseup
frame. Listing 13.1 shows how to integrate these actions with a button.

</library>  
   <class name="basic_button" focusable="true">
      <attribute name="_fnum" 
         value="${ min? ( mdown ? 3 : 2 ) : 1 }"/>
      <attribute name="min" value="false"/>

Table 13.1 Mouse state versus frame displayed

Mouse State min mdown Frame Displayed

onmouseover true – Need to check value of mdown

onmouseout false – mouseup

onmousedown – true mousedown

onmouseup – false mouseup

Listing 13.1 Integrating the mouse states with focus and activation-by-keystroke
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      <attribute name="mdown" value="false"/>
      <attribute name="text" type="string"/>
      <handler name="onmouseover">
         this.setAttribute("min", true );
      </handler>
      <handler name="onmouseout">
         this.setAttribute("min", false );
      </handler>
      <handler name="onmousedown">
         this.setAttribute("mdown", true );
      </handler>
      <handler name="onmouseup">
         this.setAttribute("mdown", false );
      </handler>
      <handler name="onkeydown" args="k">
         if (k == 13 || k == 32) {       
            this.onmousedown.sendEvent();
      </handler>                         
      <handler name="onkeyup" args="k">
         if (k == 13 || k == 32){      
            this.onmouseup.sendEvent();
      </handler>                       
      <view frame="${classroot.fnum}"
            resource="basic_button_left"/>
      <view frame="${classroot.fnum}" stretches="width" 
            resource="basic_button_center"/>
      <view frame="${classroot.fnum}"
            resource="basic_button_right"/>
      <stableborderlayout axis="x"/>
   </class>
</library>

<canvas>
   <include href="resources.lzx"/>
   <include href="basic_button.lzx"/>

   <simplelayout axis="x" spacing="3"/>
   <basic_button width="100" text="Checkout"/>
   <basic_button width="200" text="Return to Store"/>
</canvas>

The onkeydown handler B is triggered when the user presses any key. It sends an
event to trigger the onmousedown handler to display the mousedown visual state.
The onkeyup handler C is triggered when the user releases any key. It sends an
event to display the mouseup visual state.

Simulates 
mousedown 
with keystrokes

B

Simulates 
mouseup with 
keystrokes

C
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13.2.4 Building resizable nine-piece panes

Although the width available for the label of a three-piece button is variable, the font
size is still constrained by the height. A nine-piece pane can stretch both width and
height to accommodate any font size. However, for buttons it’s generally easier to
just maintain different-sized button classes—for example, small_button,
medium_button, and large_button. Otherwise, there would be 27 mouse-state
images to manage.

 Nine-piece panes are generally used only for views containing variable-sized
images. The objective is to allow a window’s dimensions to change during devel-
opment without having to redo the original artwork. To accomplish this, the cor-
ners have a fixed size while the other sections stretch. Because stretching occurs
along both axes, the contents of a pane must be carefully selected to minimize the
effects of distortion. The best case is a pane with a border or frame, since its orien-
tation matches the direction being stretched. Figure 13.9 shows an example.

 The center section is doubly distorted, along both axes, so it must either be a
solid color or be overlaid with another image. Listing 13.2 generates the image
seen in figure 13.9.

Figure 13.9 Borders and frames are good candidates for a nine-piece pane since 
the noncorner pieces are oriented to minimize the distortion of stretching.
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<canvas>
   <class name="sizetext" extends="text">
      <attribute name="height" value="${this.fontsize * 1.5}"/>
   </class>

   <class name="megabutton">
      <attribute name="text" type="string"/>
      <view height="${classroot.height}">
         <view width="${classroot.width}">
            <view resource="images/ninepiece/frame_01.png"/>          
            <view resource="images/ninepiece/frame_02.png"
                  stretches="width"/>
            <view resource="images/ninepiece/frame_03.png"/>
            <stableborderlayout axis="x"/>
         </view>
         <view width="${classroot.width}"
               stretches="height">       
            <view resource="images/ninepiece/frame_04.png"/>
            <view resource="images/ninepiece/frame_05.png"
                  stretches="width"/>
            <view resource="images/ninepiece/frame_06.png"/>
            <stableborderlayout axis="x"/>
         </view>
         <view width="${classroot.width}">
            <view resource="images/ninepiece/frame_07.png"/>
            <view resource="images/ninepiece/frame_08.png"
                  stretches="width"/>
            <view resource="images/ninepiece/frame_09.png"/>
            <stableborderlayout axis="x"/>
         </view>
         <stableborderlayout axis="y"/>
      </view>
      <sizetext options="ignorelayout" 
              align="center" valign="middle"
              text="${classroot.text}" resize="true" 
              width="${classroot.width}" font="Tahoma" 
              fontsize="24" fgcolor="0xBBBBBB"
              fontstyle="bold"/>             
   </class>
   <megabutton width="200" height="200" fontsize="12" text="Poof"/>
   <megabutton width="250" height="250" fontsize="40" text="Poof"/>
</canvas>

When slicing up an image, a designer must ensure that the subimages match cor-
rectly. Corner images are square; the top and bottom pieces are one pixel wide with
a height matching a corner side; the side pieces are one pixel high with a width
matching a corner side; and the center piece is one pixel square. See figure 13.10.

Listing 13.2 Implementing a nine-piece stretchable pane

Creates 
first row

Creates 
second row

Creates 
third row

Creates centered text
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We’ve now come to the last item in our discussion about user feedback and con-
trols: mouse-window interactions. Let’s return to the modal window, which blocks
activity in other windows until it is closed. The obvious application is the user
login protocol.

13.3 Modal windows and button interactivity

We introduced the modal window in chapter 9 where we used it for registration in
the Laszlo Market. Because unregistered users shouldn’t be able to access the rest
of the application, this dialog window blocks interactions with other windows until
the user’s input is received and the modal window closed. While a modal window
is displayed, all other views should appear paused, but not locked up and frozen.
Although all operations for these views are disabled, the mouse rollover states
should still be operational. In other words, the application is only paralyzed—that
is, it can’t move—but it’s not frozen—that is, its eyes are still blinking. To do this,
the mouse and keyboard events are filtered by a modal manager’s passModeEvent
method to pass only a controlled set of events to nonmodal views. 

 The passModeEvent method determines the combination of events passed and
views receiving these events. In listing 13.3, only the onmouseover and onmouseout
events are passed to the Show Window button, and only the onclick event is
passed to the Close Window button.

Figure 13.10 A nine-piece pane can be resized both horizontally and vertically to 
accommodate a center image of any size.
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<canvas>
   <simplelayout axis="y" inset="10" spacing="3"/>                
   <button name="show" text="Show Window">     
      <method event="onclick">
         win.open();
         Debug.write("######## makeModal ##########");
      </method>
      <method event="onmouseover">
         Debug.write("Show Window : onmouseover");
      </method>
      <method event="onmouseout">
         Debug.write("Show Window : onmouseout");
      </method>
   </button>
   <button name="close" text="Close Window">
      <method event="onclick">
         Debug.write("Close Window : onclick");
         win.close();
      </method>
      <method event="onmouseover">
         Debug.write("Close Window : onmouseover");
      </method>
      <method event="onmouseout">
         Debug.write("Close Window : onmouseout");
      </method>
   </button>
   <window x="150" name="win"              
           visible="false"                 
           width="250" closeable="true">
      <text multiline="true" width="${parent.width}">
         This window is now modal and has been placed 
         on the modal stack. Only the window and its
         subviews can receive mouse and keyboard events.
         This window has a passModeEvent method that
         allows the onmouseover and onmouseout mouse
         events through to the "Show Window" button
         and the onclick event through to the "Close 
         Window" button.
      </text>
      <method name="open">             
         LzModeManager.makeModal(this);
         super.open();                 
      </method>                        
      <method name="close">          
         LzModeManager.release(this);
         super.close();              
      </method>                      

Listing 13.3 Managing a modal window

Shows Window 
button

B

Closes Window 
button

Declares 
closeable window

Makes window 
modal, opens it

Releases modal 
property, closes window
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      <method name="passModeEvent"          
              args="event, view">           
         if (event == "onmouseover" ||      
             event == "onmouseout") {       
            switch (view.name) {            
               case 'show': return true; }} 
         if (event == "onclick") {          
            switch (view.name) {            
               case 'close': return true; }}
      </method>                             
   </window>
</canvas>

When the modal window isn’t displayed, both buttons respond to mouseover and
mouseout events. When the user clicks the Show Window button B, the ordinary
win window is converted into a modal window and explicitly opened with a call to
the superclass’s open method. Immediately after, Laszlo calls the passModeEvent
method C to allow filtered events to pass through to its specified views. In partic-
ular, onmouseover and onmouseout events are passed to the Show Window button,
but only onclick events can pass to the Close Window button.

 Figure 13.11 shows that initially both buttons receive all mouse events. After
the user clicks the Show Window button, the modal window displays. At that
point, only the Show Window button receives onmouseover and onmouseout
events. But the Close Window button can still receive an onclick event to close
this modal window. The window’s close method is invoked, which releases the
window’s modal properties and explicitly closes the window. Once the window has
been closed, it releases modal control and once again the Close Window button
responds to onmouseout events. 

Updates 
receivable 
mouse events

C

Figure 13.11 The Show Window button causes the modal window to be displayed, while the Close 
Window button closes it. The modal window allows the Show Window button to respond to 
onmouseover and onmouseout events. The Close Window button responds only to onclick events.
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This concludes our discussion of individual resource frames. These static images
are used by interface control components to display different states, signaling to
users their ability to perform actions. In chapter 14, we’ll show you how to cus-
tomize the appearance of these components. In the following section, we move
from static single frames to a sequence of frames to create animated effects.

13.4 Basics of animation

In this section, we’ll describe the basics of Laszlo animation and provide a style
guide on how to use animation effectively. Our goal for using animation in an
effective manner is that it should have a tangible purpose. Animated sequences
that don’t serve a fundamental need—that only dazzle—quickly become annoy-
ing. This type of gratuitous animation is often disparaged as “eye candy.” But what
constitutes a tangible purpose? One answer is to simply ask, “What is the goal of
this animated sequence?” In this section, we outline some of the goals that can be
achieved with animation.

 You have already seen animation used in the Laszlo Market in constructive
ways; it’s been used to support transitions between static screens and to perform
drag-and-drop operations to the shopping cart and trash. 

 In particular, we want to use animation to achieve an emotional response from
users by providing a sense of familiarity. This goal is achieved by building psycho-
logical links to the physical world. Rather than trying to exactly mimic the reality,
it’s better to supply subtle hints in unexpected ways. These hints frequently work
as visual jokes or puns on the relationship between the physical and virtual worlds.
They provide a sensation of familiarity within the uncharted waters of interface
navigation to give users a higher comfort level. In short, we want to make the
application fun to use. Although this is more of an art than a science, we’ll show
you some useful general rules.

NOTE A recommendation on how to read this chapter—Although we have illustrated
this section with informative diagrams, the true nature of animation is
impossible to capture in the static confines of a book. To get the most
value from this material, you should run OpenLaszlo and observe these
applications firsthand. Each example has been designed to provide a
particular visual sensation. Merely reading and following the source
code won’t provide the visual feedback necessary to gain the full value of
the concepts. 
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13.4.1 Selling visual illusions

For a number of psychological and physical reasons, flat animation appears lifeless
and fails to emotionally engage the viewer. To squeeze a three-dimensional activity
into a two-dimensional space, we must sell the visual illusion with a heightened sense
of reality. Think of the theater, where actors wear makeup and act dramatic so their
characters won’t appear lifeless and wooden. Similarly, animation sometimes needs
to be a little “over the top” in order to reach the “back rows” of your audience. Var-
ious tricks can be used to inject a sense of life into this two-dimensional medium—
techniques as simple as using drop shadows in static images.

Why do people like drop shadows?
Although few websites require a sense of depth, drop shadows—those ubiquitous
dark shadows that make images appear to float on the screen—are common.
Although a design purist might decry this overuse, most people accept drop shad-
ows as an enriching design element. Like salt or pepper, a little bit goes a long way.

 People feel most comfortable working in the real world, a world with three
dimensions, governed by the physical laws of nature. When confined within a two-
dimensional screen, our minds search for visual clues to provide a sense of depth,
because it provides a link back to physical reality. Drop shadows provide such clues.

 Drop shadows are used for psychological effect, rather than for esthetics. In
other words, they sell the visual illusion of depth; their overall esthetic value is less
important. This provides a wide latitude for using drop shadows to create a sense
of realism. Even though this might result in shadows where the sun won’t ever
shine, the goal justifies the means. The ultimate goal is to make users comfortable
using an application. If this means using an exaggerated sense of depth, this is an
acceptable trade-off.

 Another link to the real world is a sense of physicality or mass, which can be
suggested through animation.

Implying mass with animation
Animation occurs in a context since, by default, objects float weightlessly. Rather
than settle for this default, a better choice is to supply a context governed by the
physical laws of the real world. To achieve this, we must create the illusion that
animated objects have mass and density. These illusionary attributes provide
objects with base properties that are governed by a set of contrived physical laws.
For example, we could imply a difference in mass by having larger objects fall
faster than smaller objects (let’s just ignore Galileo). Another contrived rule
might be that dark-colored objects have greater density than light-colored objects.
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It’s not that the individual rules are so important in themselves but that a consis-
tent set of rules exists. The result for a user should be a psychological link to the
physical world.

 For these properties to be clearly communicated, they must be exaggerated.
An imagined composition of an object can establish some extremes; an object can
be imagined to be composed of soft rubber that is easily deformed, or of steel that
is hard to deform. Objects shouldn’t send an ambiguous message by softly collaps-
ing into one another; rather, they must send a clear message by squashing, bounc-
ing, or slamming shut. In the following sections, we’ll illustrate these principles
with examples using the animator and animatorgroup tags.

13.4.2 Using animators and animatorgroups

In traditional animation, master animators draw the keyframes containing the most
important moments of an action. Junior animators then draw frames connecting
these keyframes with between frames. The act of interpolating between keyframes is
called tweening. Combined with a few simple mathematical functions, it is the cen-
tral concept in most timeline-based animation. 

 The role of the animator tag is to create the tweened steps between a pair of
start and end keyframes. The transition between these keyframes is described by
varying the value of an attribute over a range during a time period. The scope of
this attribute can encompass coordinate values, size, colors or any other quantifi-
able entity. We have previously used a JavaScript version of the animation method,
so a natural question is, “What are the benefits of a declarative animator?” 

 There are many such benefits. First, the animator object can be reused, while
the animation method requires a new animator instantiation for each use. This
can affect performance if a significant number of animators are used. Second, a
declarative animator can more easily respond to events. And finally, declarative
animators can be grouped into an animatorgroup to perform synchronized ani-
mation. Let’s start with a simple example of animation.

 Consider a dropping ball. The simplest approach to animate this is to describe
a sequence with start and end positions. Although we can’t decompose the anima-
tion into individual frames, let’s suppose that keyframe 1 marks the start and key-
frame 10 marks the end position. In this animated sequence, the ball falls a
distance of 100 units along the x coordinate in a sequence of 10 keyframes dis-
played at a constant rate. We can express this in an informal notation to record
the ball’s position:

keyframe  1: ball is at position = (0, 0)     (top)
keyframe 10: ball is at position = (100, 0)   (bottom)
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If we perform simple tweening, in frame 5 the ball would be halfway between the
top and bottom positions, at position (50, 0). In this scenario, the ball moves the
same amount in every frame, until it hits the bottom. This motion can be
described with an animator tag like this:

<canvas>
   <view resource="images/earth.png" x="70" y="10" 
         width="150" height="150" stretches="both">
      <animator id="simpleAnim" start="false" target="${parent}"
                from="30" to="${canvas.height-200}"
                duration="1000" attribute="y"/>
   </view>
   <view name="controls" y="${canvas.height-30}">
      <button onclick="simpleAnim.doStart()" text="Start" />
   </view>
</canvas>

The doStart method starts the animated sequence. Figure 13.12 shows this sim-
ple linear motion of a ball, shown as the earth, in three positions: start, middle,
and end.

 Although the ball does indeed drop from the top to the bottom, the end result
fails to engage us. We see the ball move within the specified duration, but it
doesn’t give us a visceral sensation of falling. If you’ve ever suffered a large fall or
taken a physics course, you perceive at a subconscious level that this isn’t how fall-
ing works. When you start to fall, you begin slowly and continually gather speed
until you reach the bottom. While every falls begins the same way, certain factors
determine how it ends. These factors provide the nuances that help sell the illu-
sion that an object is falling. Let’s start with the beginning of a fall.

Figure 13.12 The linear motion of a ball moving through space doesn’t provide 
a convincing depiction of falling.
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Easing motion
Traditional animation uses the notion of ease to deal with the endpoints of
motion. Easing in means slowly accelerating until a top speed is reached, while eas-
ing out means decelerating to a stop. An animated sequence can ease in, ease out,
ease both, or be linear. An important byproduct of easing is the illusion of mass. 

 To glide an object to a halt, the animator’s motion attribute is set to either
easeout or easeboth. This makes the element slowly accelerate at its start and
later decelerate to a stop:

<canvas>
   <view resource="images/earth.png" x="100" y="0"
         width="150" height="150" stretches="both">
      <animator id="simpleAnim" start="false" 
           target="${parent}" 
           motion="easeboth" from="30"
           to="${canvas.height-200}"
           duration="1000" attribute="y"/>
   </view>
   <view name="controls" y="${canvas.height-50}">
      <button onclick="simpleAnim.doStart()" text="Start"/>
   </view>
</canvas>

Although easing provides an illusion of mass, the results still aren’t very convinc-
ing. The biggest problem is that a single animator doesn’t allow us to manipulate
the ease time but only the duration of the sequence. This provides the appear-
ance that all objects have a uniform mass. Normally, larger objects are expected to
have a greater inertia and require a longer ease period. To reach the next level of
complexity with animation, we need to advance to the animatorgroup tag.

 The next effects needed for realistic animation are squash and bounce. A fall
can end several ways: it can glide to a halt, it can destroy itself, or it can squash and
bounce. Since objects that degrade—crumble to pieces—aren’t reusable, we’ll
concentrate on the squash-and-bounce scenario.

13.5 Complex animated effects

An animator group specifies and controls a group of animators. Animator groups are
used to build complex movements by combining several animations, either sequen-
tially or concurrently. An animator group uses declarative properties to maintain a
hierarchical tree of nested animator groups and animators. Although this might
seem to provide limitless animation complexity, animators do consume a significant
amount of resources and when used excessively produce degraded “chunky” ani-
mation. Table 13.2 lists the attributes for the animator and animatorgroup tags. 
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With an animator group, the ease periods can be individually specified and
combined sequentially. One problem with ease is that its effects are often too
subtle and can be easily overlooked. To effectively imply mass, the effect needs to
be exaggerated.

13.5.1 Simulating a squashed ball 

A better way to enhance the illusion of mass is to provide an object with a squashed
appearance upon colliding with another object or boundary. Listing 13.4 illustrates
this illusion of mass through squashing. It features a top-level animator group anim
that contains two sequential animators. The first animates the descent of the ball.
When it completes, a seamless transition to the next animation sequence produces
a squashed appearance for the ball. Since we don’t want an abrupt transition from
one state to the next, the motion attribute is used to help smooth this transition.
The squashing motion is produced by the compound effect of animating across
four attributes: width, height, x, and y. 

Table 13.2 animator and animatorgroup attributes

Name Data Type
Tag or 
Script

Attribute 
Type

Description

attribute object Both Setter The name of the attribute whose value is animated.

duration string Both Setter The duration of the animation in milliseconds.

from number Both Setter The start value for the animation.

motion string Both Setter Valid values are linear, easein, easeout, 
easeboth, and any.

paused boolean Both Setter Pauses an executing animator.

process string Both Setter Valid values are simultaneous and 
sequential. 

relative boolean Both Setter If true, the value is relative to the initial value of 
the attribute; if false, it is absolute.

repeat number Both Setter The number of times to repeat the animation.

start boolean Both Setter Requires the animator to call start.

target object Both Setter The object to animate.

to number Both Setter The final value for the targeted attribute.
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<canvas>
   <view name="ball" resource="resources/earth.png"
         x="100" y="0" width="150" height="150" stretches="both"/>
   <animatorgroup name="anim" target="ball"
                  start="false" process="sequential">
      <animator attribute="y" to="${canvas.height-150}"
                duration="900" motion="easein"/>
      <animatorgroup name="squash" duration="100"
                     motion="easein" process="simultaneous">
         <animator attribute="width"          
                   to="180"/>                 
         <animator attribute="height"         
                   to="120" motion="easeout"/>
         <animator attribute="x"               
                   to="-15" relative="true"/>  
         <animator attribute="y"               
                   to="30" relative="true"     
                   motion="easeout"/>         
      </animatorgroup>
      <animatorgroup name="unsquash" duration="100"
                     motion="easein" process="simultaneous">
         <animator attribute="width"         
                   to="150"/>                
         <animator attribute="height"        
                   to="150" motion="easein"/>
         <animator attribute="x"             
                   to="15" relative="true"/> 
         <animator attribute="y"             
                   to="-30" relative="true"  
                   motion="easein"/>         
      </animatorgroup>
   </animatorgroup>
   <view x="10" name="controls" y="${canvas.height-40}">
      <button onclick="anim.doStart()">Start</button>
   </view>
</canvas>

To achieve this squashed appearance, the ball’s width is increased and its height is
decreased B. Since the squashed ball is wider, it expands along the x-axis, thus
requiring the x coordinate to be adjusted to the right to keep the center of the
ball on its y-axis. The relative attribute is set to true because the x and y
attributes are relative to the animation and not to the canvas.

 After the ball is squashed, it must be unsquashed C to spring back to its origi-
nal shape. To unsquash the ball, we add the unsquash animator group to the ani-
mator sequence.

Listing 13.4 Creating an illusion of mass by squashing

Sets attributes 
for squashing

B

Sets attributes for 
unsquashing

C
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It’s a worthwhile exercise to change the size of the ball and experiment with other
settings in the squash animator group to find values that produce the most realis-
tic effect. The final result, shown as a time sequence in figure 13.13, is quite con-
vincing and produces the illusion that the ball has a composition type. 

 Generally, there are only two composition types: elastic or inelastic. So we are
always dealing with either rubber or steel balls. The most important thing is to
maintain consistency within a composition type. An object should squash and
bounce against all surfaces consistently.

13.5.2 Interactive animation

So far we have been working with what is known as prescripted animation, whereby
an animation runs from start to completion without interruption. An important
Laszlo goal is to design applications that are responsive to a user’s actions. The
ideal Laszlo user interface is always alive, reactive, and fluid. If we don’t want the
ball to hit the floor, there should be a way to stop it.

 The obvious question is, “What happens when a user interrupts an animation
sequence?” The simplest solution is to just pause and freeze the motion. However,
this gives the impression that the system has locked up. In many cases, the best
response is to animate back to the last starting point or to a default home posi-
tion. This provides users with the sensation that they have interrupted an anima-
tion sequence, but the system is still operating normally.

 One situation where it is preferable to pause an animation sequence is when
the animation contains state information. For example, an animator may contain
attributes with dynamically set values, such as trajectory or speed, in which case it
must be paused to maintain the current state. 

Figure 13.13 To provide the illusion that an element has mass, it becomes squashed when it reaches 
its termination point.
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Pausing and restarting animation
The example in listing 13.5 demonstrates how to pause and restart an animated
sequence. The repeat attribute is used to run the animation sequence in a
repeated loop. Clicking a Pause/Unpause button causes the ball to pause and to
restart on the subsequent click.

<canvas>
   <view resource="resources/earth.gif" id="ball" 
         x="100" y="0" width="150" height="150" stretches="both"/>
   <animatorgroup id="anim" target="ball" start="true"
           paused="false" process="sequential" 
           repeat="Infinity">
      <animator attribute="y" to="${canvas.height-200}"
                duration="900" motion="easein"/>
      <animatorgroup name="bouncer" duration="1000"
                     process="simultaneous">
         <animator attribute="y" to="0" motion="easeout"/>
      </animatorgroup>
   </animatorgroup>
   <view name="controls" y="${canvas.height-40}">
      <button onclick="anim.pause()">Pause/Unpause</button>
   </view>
</canvas>

As you can see in figure 13.14, the earth image is paused in its downward path.
When it restarts, it continues on this path.

Listing 13.5 Pausing and restarting an animation sequence

Figure 13.14 When an animation is paused, it stops in its current position.
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Resetting an animation state
As we suggested earlier, a good way to handle a pause is to move the object back to
a home position. This is a reset operation rather than a pause. To implement a
reset, we can establish two states: loop and reset. Loop is the default state, displaying
a continuously bouncing ball.

 An isloop attribute controls the application of the reset state. When the
Pause/Unpause button is clicked, the value of isloop is flipped, causing the reset
state to execute an animator that resets the ball back to its starting position at the
top of the screen. Listing 13.6 shows how to define loop and reset states.

<canvas>
   <view resource="resources/earth.gif"     
         id="ball" x="100" y="0" width="150"
         height="150" stretches="both"/>    
   <state name="loop" apply="true">
      <animatorgroup id="anim" target="ball"
           start="true" process="sequential"
           repeat="Infinity">               
         <animator attribute="y"            
            to="${canvas.height-200}"       
            duration="900" motion="easein"/>
         <animator attribute="y" to="0"     
            duration="1000"                 
            motion="easeout"/>              
      </animatorgroup>                      
   </state>
   <state name="reset">             
      <animator attribute="y" to="0"
                duration="1000"     
                motion="easeout"/>  
   </state>                         
   <view name="controls"
         y="${canvas.height-40}">      
      <button text="Pause/Unpause">    
         <attribute name="isLoop"      
                    value="true"/>     
         <handler name="onclick">      
            if (this.isLoop) {         
               loop.remove();          
               reset.apply(); }        
            else { loop.apply();       
                   reset.remove(); }   
            this.isLoop = !this.isLoop;
         </handler>                    
      </button>                        
   </view>                             
</canvas>

Listing 13.6 Implementing a reset operation with loop and reset states

Displays 
earth ball

Produces 
bouncing motion

Resets ball to 
initial position

Controls ball 
playing state
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Reset is useful for restarting a feature without having to restart the entire applica-
tion. It’s also useful during development. For example, if an application is a game
requiring some type of coordinated input, it’s useful to be able to get back to a
previous state. Figure 13.15 illustrates a reset for the falling ball.

 While ease suggests that an object has mass by dealing with its inertia, an even
more realistic technique is to imply inertia though a time delay. 

13.5.3 Using delay for expressive purposes

Delay is used in many disciplines, such as music, to produce a warmer ambience.
Suppose that a group of panes needs to be displayed in an application. The simplest
way to display them is to just pop them into place. This is the way most user inter-
faces work. But it also results in a one-dimensional user experience. Listing 13.7
shows how this popping action could be produced. 

<canvas bgcolor="0xAFAFAF">
   <simplelayout axis="y" spacing="40" />
   <view id="container" layout="axis:y; spacing:-15"
         width="100%" height="300">
      <attribute name="goal_x" value="300"/>

      <method name="pop" args="show">
         rr1.setVisible(show);       
         rr2.setVisible(show);       
         rr3.setVisible(show);       
         rr4.setVisible(show);       
      </method>                      

Listing 13.7 Popping panes into place 

Figure 13.15 A reset operation moves an object back to a home position.

Toggles 
visibility
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      <view id="rr1" resource="resources/roundrect.png"/>
      <view id="rr2" resource="resources/roundrect.png"/>
      <view id="rr3" resource="resources/roundrect.png"/>
      <view id="rr4" resource="resources/roundrect.png"/>
   </view>
   <view id="controls" x="15" layout="axis: x; spacing: 5">
      <button text="Pop Hide"                 
              onclick="container.pop(false)"/>
      <button text="Pop Show"                 
              onclick="container.pop(true)"/> 
   </view>
</canvas>

Figure 13.16 shows this group of panes
popping into and out of view. The
effect is so simple it doesn’t require an
animator; it’s carried out simply by
setting and resetting the visible at-
tribute for each rounded rectangle.

  The problem with this approach is
that there is no transition, which pro-
duces a jarring effect. In the physical
world, objects normally don’t just pop
into existence. A better approach is to
animate the opacity of the four objects
to produce a smooth transition. The resulting delay materializes the panes slowly
and then gently fades them away to provide a calmer, more relaxed feeling. An anal-
ogous aural situation would be the difference between simply hitting the Stop but-
ton on a music player and first turning down the volume before stopping. Listing
13.8 shows the code for doing this.

<canvas bgcolor="0xAFAFAF">
   <simplelayout name="lay" axis="y" spacing="40"/>
   <view id="container"              
         layout="axis:y; spacing:-15"
         width="100%" height="300">  
      <view resource="resources/roundrect.png"/>
      <view resource="resources/roundrect.png"/>
      <view resource="resources/roundrect.png"/>
      <view resource="resources/roundrect.png"/>
   </view>

Listing 13.8 Using opacity to smoothly transition objects into view

Handles visibility 
buttons

Contains layout 
for rectangles

Figure 13.16 Abrupt transitions should be avoided 
because they produce a jarring sensation.
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   <view id="controls" x="20" layout="axis: x; spacing: 5">
      <button text="Fade In"              
         onclick="container.              
            animate('opacity', 1, 500);"/>
      <button text="Fade Out" >         
         <handler name="onclick">
            lay.lock();                    
            container.animate('opacity', 0, 500);
         </handler>
      </button>
   </view>
</canvas>

To make the panes fade away, we animated the opacity attribute to travel from a
full opacity of 1.0 to invisibility at 0. To prevent the control buttons from moving
up, the layout is locked B before fading out the panes. Figure 13.17 shows this
warmer transition.

Although animating an object’s opacity is quite effective in producing a more
relaxing sensation, we can take matters one step further by distributing the delay-
ing effect among objects.

Using layouts to control delay
Up to this point, we have used a single delay effect against either a single object or
group of objects. Now we’ll use an offset to vary the delay for each member of a
group. The easiest way to coordinate objects in a group is through the parent’s

Exposes panes

Fades panesB

Ensures buttons 
don't fade

Figure 13.17 A smooth transition is accomplished by animating opacity.
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subviews array. We’ll apply an accumulative algorithm to each object in the array.
Listing 13.9 contains a delay algorithm, known as the Simister Slide, written by
Bret Simister of Laszlo Systems.

<canvas bgcolor="0xAFAFAF">
   <simplelayout axis="y" spacing="40"/>
   <view id="container"              
         layout="axis:y; spacing:-15"
         width="100%" height="300">  
      <attribute name="goal_x" value="100"/>

      <method name="slide">    
         var farthest = goal_x;
         var duration = 500;                                       
         var count = 0;                                            
         for (var i in this.subviews) {                           
            var view = this.subviews[i];                          
            view.animate("x", farthest+(20*i), duration+(200*i));}
         goal_x = (goal_x == 100 ? -250 : 100);                        
      </method>  
      <view resource="resources/roundrect.png" x="-250"/>         
      <view resource="resources/roundrect.png" x="-250"/>         
      <view resource="resources/roundrect.png" x="-250"/>         
      <view resource="resources/roundrect.png" x="-250"/>         
   </view>

   <view id="controls" x="15">
      <button text="Simister Slide" onclick="container.slide()"/>
   </view>
</canvas>

A parent view C called container contains an object group of four views (round
rectangle images) that has a simplelayout B applied to them to keep them con-
sistently positioned. The container view has a goal_x attribute D to indicate
whether or not the objects are visible. The visibility is controlled by positioning
the object group on-screen (100) or off-screen (–250).

 Initially, the object group is located off-screen with the images stacked vertically.
When moved to the right by the method slide E, each object in the subviews array
below the top object moves a further distance over a longer duration than its pre-
decessor. Since there is a fixed relationship between the increased distance and the
duration, each travels at the same speed. The differences among the objects are
manifested as a slight delay as each group member reaches its final position.

Listing 13.9 The Simister Slide delay algorithm

Creates simplelayout 
for four panes

B

Contains this 
simplelayout

C

Controls onscreen 
visibilityDContains slide 

algorithm
E
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 In earlier examples, we eased an object into and out of motion. That was a sin-
gle or global sense of ease. But in this example, ease now exists among the objects.
This further distribution provides a realistic impression that the objects accelerate
from the start and glide to a halt. Finally, the goal_x attribute is flipped to ensure
that the objects exit off-screen on a subsequent click of the button. The results of
this application are shown in figure 13.18.

Creating a subtle or fine-grained sense of delay provides the most realistic sensa-
tion that objects have mass. The art of creating compelling animation involves
finding novel ways to emulate the physical laws of the real world.

 We’ll now turn to the Laszlo Market to provide an example of how animation
can be used to provide a visual joke or pun to impart a sense of familiarity to an
application’s operations.

13.5.4 Animating the Market trashcan

We would like to make shopping at the Laszlo Market a more enjoyable experi-
ence. The best way to accomplish this is to make it more entertaining. We’d like to
introduce a visual joke or pun. To ensure that this joke doesn’t become tiresome,
it needs a purpose. We’ll leverage the operation of the physical world to provide
more information to the user. When users are searching for something, they’d
appreciate verbal hints like “you’re getting warmer” or “you’re getting colder.” We
can translate this verbal metaphor into a visual pun that suggests another feature
of the physical world: temperature. It provides feedback to viewers helping them
locate their mouse cursor directly over the trash to dispose of an item.

Figure 13.18 The Simister Slide uses layouts to establish delay among the objects in a group, providing 
a realistic sense of acceleration before gliding to a halt.
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 Listing 13.10 shows how this visual pun works. When the mouse cursor moves
over the target, it starts an animated sequence that transitions from a light to a
bright yellow to indicate higher temperature. When the cursor leaves the target,
the animation transitions back through a light yellow color to a transparent state
to indicate that the target is now “cold.” When the dragged image is dropped, the
background color abruptly changes to a reddish glow to indicate that the target
was successfully hit. Afterward, it slowly transitions back to the transparent state to
indicate that its contents were digested. 

<canvas>
   …    
   <view name="shoppingcart" … >
      …
      <view height="90" width="100%" y="${parent.height-90}">
         <view>
            <view resource="trashcan" clickable="true">
               <handler name="oninit">
                  LzTrack.register(this, "trash_target");        
               </handler>
               <handler name="onmousetrackout">
                parent.anim.
                 setResource(null);
                parent.anim.       
                 dimming.doStart();
               </handler>
               <handler name="onmousetrackover">
                parent.anim.                 
                 setResource("lit_trashcan");
                parent.anim.       
                 glowing.doStart();
               </handler>
               <handler name="onmousetrackup">
                parent.anim.                 
                 setResource("red_trashcan");
                parent.anim.       
                 dimming.doStart();
                main.shoppingcart.shopcart.deleteItem();
               </handler>
            </view>
            <view name="anim">
               <animator name="glowing" attribute="opacity" 
                         from="0" to="1.0" duration="700"/>                  

               <animator name="dimming" attribute="opacity" 
                         from="1.0" to="0" duration="1000"/>
            </view>

Listing 13.10 Animating the mouse cursor over the trashcan for user feedback

Removes 
glow

Displays 
glowing image

Increases opacity

Displays 
red image

Decreases opacity
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         </view>
         …
   </view>
   …
</canvas>

We can easily add these animated sequences
by replacing the changing background colors
in the mouse event handlers with calls to the
anim animator (indicated in bold). The ani-
mator changes the opacity of different
resource images over 700 milliseconds to pro-
duce the gradual glow and fade of the trash-
can. Figure 13.19 shows the trashcan images
that correspond to the different mouse states.

 Although we previously provided feedback to indicate when the mouse cursor
was over the target, that information was binary. Here we use the incremental
nature of animation to add another dimension. With a binary “off” or “on,” there
is no difference between a close miss and a mile. There is no way to gauge the rel-
ative position of the mouse. Animation creates a convincing display of tempera-
ture, which is further twisted into a metaphor for positioning to allow the effect to
work at several levels simultaneously. 

 Because novice store customers are already familiar with temperature, they
have a sense of confidence that they are using the application correctly. A confi-
dent user is a happy user, one who feels that shopping at our store is an enjoyable
experience (at least, so we hope).

13.6 Summary

This chapter introduced techniques to enhance an application’s interface with
visual design and animation elements that produce a more comfortable working
environment. We want to avoid splashy effects that might initially enthrall users but
that would quickly become tiresome. Instead we based the design of our interface
elements on providing informative and functional services to users. We had already
started this process in the earlier chapters, when animation was used to support mul-
tiple virtual screens in the Laszlo Market and to perform drag-and-drop operations.
We have extended these principles to other interface elements, such as buttons and

Figure 13.19 These figures illustrate the 
visual states involved with the disposal of a 
shopping cart item. First, the target is cold, 
then it is warm, and finally it lights up to 
dispose of the trash.
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panes, to maintain a consistent appearance that corresponds to the actions of a
user’s mouse. 

 This chapter also introduced animation techniques that can be used to
enhance presentation. These techniques are based on a set of principles that pro-
vide objects with physical properties governed by physical laws. The advantage of
this technique is that it leverages existing user knowledge to provide an interface
that appears intuitive. We also covered emotional issues that involve delay to pro-
duce a warmer ambience to our interface. Instead of providing abrupt state
changes, the sensations of ease and delay are used to provide more relaxed inter-
actions among objects. It is hoped that collectively these techniques result in an
application interface that users find more enjoyable to use.

 






